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Walt Nicholson, Chapter President
Recognized at PATU Meeting

Chapter Wins Best Newsletter for 2022
The Susquehanna Chapter was awarded the Samuel
Slaymaker Award for the Best Chapter Newsletter for
2022 at the annual meeting of the PA Council of TU.
This award recognizes a TU chapter’s newsletter
which includes information about the chapter’s activities that is current, well-presented and clear, and visually attractive. Shown above are Rachel Kester, PATU
Program Director, Bob Baker, and Greg Malaska, PATU President. Without your contributions, our Chapter would not be able to put together a great newsletter
and this award is for everyone who has contributed in
some way. I want to thank you all.
BB
(photo by Walt Nicholson)

During his final State of PATU address,
Council President Greg Malaska said that
there were 5 Chapters that have left an
impression on him. The Susquehanna
Chapter was noted to be one of those 5
Chapters and Greg specifically mentioned Walt Nicholson, Chapter President. He thanked Walt for his dedication
and commitment to the Coldwater fisheries in the region. He said that Walt’s knowledgeable and
expertise of the region and the streams is amazing. Walt is
on top of any issues in the region and is aware of many
things before they become issues or have an impact on the
streams. If he believes there may be something that affects
a stream, he in on the phone or writing emails to address
those concerns. He recalled speaking to Walt numerous
times to ask about something he heard, to follow up on an
issue, or to get further information on something and was
always impressed with his dedication and expertise. Walt
is the person to call to get the information he needed. The
Chapter is lucky to have Walt as a member. Those of us
who work with him know that he is truly dedicated and
that he puts in extremely long hours for the Chapter. Saying Thank You Walt does not seem enough but because of
your dedication, the cold water fisheries and watersheds in
North Central Pennsylvania are much better because of
you.
BB

We are looking for ideas for Chapter meeting programs and projects for 2023. What do you
want to see or do? Please send your ideas to susquehannatu@gmail.com. We want to provide you with the programs that you want as this is your Chapter. We are looking into
holding a fly tying class after the first of the year.
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Board of Directors
Dave Wonderlich (2022)
Joe Radley (2022)
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(2023)
Bill Worobec (2023)
Dave Craig (2024)
John Kolb (2024)

President
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17ftkayak@gmail.com
Secretary
Kevin McJunkin
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Treasurer
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Director Emeritus and Advisor
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Upcoming Events
October 12, 2022
Chapter Meeting - PFBC to hold a
public information / outreach forum on
the proposed rulemaking on the issue
of preventing undesirable aquatic organisms and diseased fish into waters
of the Commonwealth. Meeting to be
held at Lycoming College Heim Science Building (room G-09)
October 15, 2022
The Middle Susquehanna Riverkeeper
Association is holding a Clean Water
Celebration (50th Anniversary) on Oct.
15, 2022, in Lewisburg, PA. http://
www.middlesusquehannariverkeeper.o
rg/
October 24-25, 2022
PFBC Commissioners to meet

Newsletter Editor/Webmaster
Bob Baker
boblbaker@comcast.net
Web page: susquehannatu.com
Email: susquehanntu@gmail.com

Past President
Charles Knowlden

Susquehanna Chapter TU

Service Partnership Coordinator
Charles Knowlden
cjknow@comcast.net
(570)971-1296

Mailing Address:

PO Box 1132
Williamsport, PA 17703-132

Youth Committee
Gary Hockenberry, Adult Leader
(ghock26@gmail.com)
Samantha Harvey Co Chair
Wes Harvey Co Chair
Carter Hockenberry Co Chair
Asher Ulmer
November 1 - April 30, 2023
Mandatory cold weather life jacket
requirement

January 11, 2023
Chapter Meeting

November 5, 2022
Pennsylvania Fly Fishing Museum
Assoc banquet (paflyfishing.org)
November 9, 2022
Chapter Meeting - Annual Elections
and Ashley Wilmont of the US Women’s Fly Fishing team will speak about
her experiences on the US Team and
most recently representing the United
States in Norway for the first Women’s
World Fly Fishing Championship.
January 1, 2023 - February 20, 2023
Extended Season: Stocked trout waters
January 1, 2023 - February 20, 2023
Extended Season: Class A wild trout
streams. Catch and Release only

Our Official Newsletter
The Susquehanna Ripples is the official
newsletter of the Susquehanna Chapter of
Trout Unlimited. It is published 8 times a
year: January, February, March, April,
June/July, September, October, and November. Please consider submitting something of interest to our readers; a story,
stream report, recipe, photograph, gear
review, etc. Submissions received will be
placed in the next available issue. All submissions can be sent to susquehannatu@gmail.com / boblbaker@comcast.net.

January 27-29, 2023
The Fly Fishing Show, Edison NJ
February 8, 2023
Chapter Meeting
March 4-5, 2023
The Fly Fishing Show, Lancaster, PA
March 8, 2023
Chapter Meeting
March 14, 2023
Chapters 59th Birthday
April 1, 2023
State wide opening of Trout
April 12, 2023
Chapter Meeting

Chapter meetings are held on the 2nd
If you have an event you
would like us to post on
our
event
calendar
(newsletter and webpage),
please send the information to us and we will
share it. It must be pertinent to our mission and to
our membership.
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Wednesday of each month and are free
and open to the public and begin at 7:00
pm (unless otherwise noted). Meetings are
held at the Covenant Central Presbyterian Church, 807 W 4th St, Williamsport, PA 17701, in the Fellowship
Hall (unless otherwise noted). Parking is
at the rear of the Church and enter off of
Campbell Street.
No meetings are held in May, June,
July, August or December
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Presidents Message
Bob Baker and I attended the annual PA TU State Council meeting on September 17 th. It was the first in-person
annual meeting in two years and was well-attended with almost all of the state chapters represented. The first important item to note was the recognition of Bob and our Ripples newsletter with the Sam Slaymaker award for the
best newsletter. We are so appreciative to Bob for his initiative, time, and quality of work that goes into keeping our
members connected to our mission and activities, as well as providing entertaining and informative articles. One can’t
emphasize enough how Bob’s roles as Ripples editor, Treasurer and Webmaster provide the key functions of keeping
our chapter functioning successfully, and we gratefully thank him for his efforts.
Other good news included the fact that PA TU and chapters such as ours survived the pandemic and are continuing to grow. Outgoing President Greg Malaska gave a “State of the Council” summary and encouraged us to reach
out to all segments of the angling community to help them be aware of our mission of conservation and education. A
relative minority of anglers, particularly those just beginning to fish, are fly fishers. He stressed the need to get more
folks involved with programs on all types of angling, and through sparking an interest in fishing, help them learn
about the need to preserve and take care of the water quality, habitat, and ecological values of our watersheds which
support cold water species. It was also reported that there are many opportunities for grants and financial resources
to do our stream work, and PA TU staff emphasized the need to begin working on using those funds effectively.
Jen Orr-Greene, TU Eastern Policy Director provided a summary of bills in congress and the PA Legislature on
which she is commenting and monitoring progress. A valuable function of our organization is advocating for responsible legislation and policies to protect our cold water fisheries. Our Susquehanna chapter was recognized for keeping
on top of issues that affect our local streams, and we will continue to work with state legislators, elected officials, and
state agencies to encourage good legislation and policies and speak out about those we feel are counter to our objectives. It is also important for our members to send in favorable comments on PA Fish & Boat Commission proposed
regulations which are consistent with preserving wild fish streams and resources.
It was also reported that there is an important series of cases currently going through state courts which involve
utilizing Article I, Section 27 of the PA Constitution to prohibit the Commonwealth from carrying out certain legislation, regulations, policies, and use of revenues from state lands resources in ways that are inconsistent with the Commonwealth’s duty to act as a responsible trustee of its natural resources. This provision in our Constitution, known as
the Environmental Rights Amendment, brilliantly proposed by State Representative Franklin Kury and ratified in an
overwhelming state referendum in 1971, states: “The people have a right to clean air, pure water, and to the
preservation of the natural, scenic, historic and esthetic values of the environment. Pennsylvania’s public natural
resources are the common property of all the people, including generations yet to come. As trustee of these resources, the Commonwealth shall conserve and maintain them for the benefit of all the people.” We will continue
to work on educating the public and our elected officials on the need to adhere to the values and ethical philosophy on
which this constitutional mandate was based.
Walt Nicholson

Susquehanna Chapter to host Pa Fish and Boat Commission public meeting
The Susquehanna Chapter of Trout Unlimited, the Lycoming College Clean Water Institute (CWI), and the PA
Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC) will hold a public information and outreach forum on the evening of October 12,
2022 on the proposed rulemaking announced by the PFBC on the issue of preventing undesirable aquatic organisms
and diseased and undesirable fish into waters of the Commonwealth from activities including fishing, boating, private
hatchery operations, fish stocking practices, and use of certain live baits. The proposal appeared in the PA Bulletin on
June 18, 2022. The formal public comment period ended on September 17 but the PFBC has extended that period
until October 15, 2022. This forum will inform the public on the PFBC’s goals and need for the regulation, as well as
looking for ideas and recommendations on how to improve the proposal and make the program work most effectively
for all parties involved.
Speakers at the meeting will include Robert Caccese, David Nihart, and Coja Yamashita of the PFBC.
The meeting will be held at Lycoming College in the Heim Science Building (room G-09), Wednesday October 12, 2022 at 7 pm. The meeting is free and open to the public. Limited parking and handicap parking available
in lot off Washington Blvd by the Lynn Science (building #13). Other parking is available in lots off Ross Street,
Mulberry street lot, AC lot or Packer street lot. Please do not park in the street as all the streets around the College
are by permit parking only. To see a map of the campus, please go to susquehannatu.com. Campus Map - Admissions
| Lycoming College
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Earlier this year, Chapter member Tim Frantz was not able to attend the Service Partnership program that was held in
Williamsport. While vacationing in Maine earlier this summer, Tim was able to meet up with Charles Knowlden and
he was able to build his first fly rod as a participant in the Service Partnership Program. Above pictures show Tim
winding the guides and after the rod was built, Tim received some casting lessons. Thanks Charlie for going above
and beyond to help our Service Partnership members.

Chapter member Wes Harvey spent time at the
Chapter Table at the PA Woods and Wilds
event held October 2 at the Lycoming County
Fairgrounds. Here Wes is rigging up a pole
and helping one of the many kids fish our
pond. After catching a fish, they would then
identify the fish they caught. We had some
older kids and adults try their hand at fishing
and I am glad to report that everyone was successful in catching at least one of the many
fish that Pennsylvania has to offer. We practiced catch and release so these fish are still
there for the next event. I want to thank Wes
and his Dad, Frank, for spending time at the
table.
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Easter Catch
By Asher Ulmer

It was Easter Sunday, 2021 and I was 10 years old.
We finished Easter dinner at my Grammy’s in
Hughesville, and I wanted to go fishing. My mom was
sick at home, so my sister stayed with our Grammy,
and my dad and I decided to try our luck at a place we
hadn’t fished before. Dad and I got our fishing supplies
ready, and our waders and boots on, then we headed to
the crick. Everyone was crowded around this huge
Golden Rainbow Trout, all on one side of the crick. I
met a 16 year old who was also trying to land this fish,
and he told me he had been after it for over two hours!
We decided to trek through brush, rocks, briars, and
trees to get to the other side of the water to offer a new
vantage point to the fish. My dad’s line even got cut by
briars on the way there. It only took 4 casts to hook this
monster 20.5 inch Golden Rainbow; all before my dad
even had time to tie on a new hook! When I hooked it,
it swam out in some fast water and went way downstream. I was afraid I was going to lose it! Dad went 20
yards downstream, got below it, while I slowly worked
it back upstream so my dad could net it. I nicknamed it
“Paint Splotch” because it looked like it had a pink
paint splotch on the side. Once I caught this fish, all the
other fishermen left, (after congratulating me). We
stayed and fished some more, and my dad caught a nice
Rainbow Trout. My parents surprised me by getting this
Golden Rainbow mounted for me, and it is hanging in
my room.

2022 Special Report on Fishing
For the twelfth year in a row, the Outdoor Foundation and Recreational Boating & Fishing Foundation have teamed
up to produce the special report on fishing to provide a comprehensive look at overall trends in participation as well
as detailed information on specific fishing categories. Some Highlights are given below. To see the full report,
please go to
https://asafishing.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2022-Special-Report-on-Fishing.pdf.
There is some interesting information comparing the different types of fishing and who is fishing.
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ROOSTER TAILS FOR BIG TROUT

“push” by allowing the spinner to travel downriver with
the current. Position yourself directly across and slightly
downriver from your target water. Cast slightly beyond
the spot you would expect a trout to lie. On most trout
rivers, unlike steelhead they may forego laying out in
middle of a riffle and hug the bank. That’s where the
food comes from, either insects or small forage fish like
sculpin…and where the biggest trout in the crick live.
Larger trout have a different diet than smaller ones, I’m
not sure what the spinner simulates but I imagine it
could be a small fish or the like and a large caloric shot.
A typical presentation all day long is cast the spinner
as close to the bank/downed trees/boulders as you possibly can. Accuracy is a premium when spinner fishing
for trout in rivers. Narrow edges in current right tight to
the bank are your A1 target spots. The edge seams are
the top producers. Chances are that pattern stays constant in your trout streams as well.
When your Rooster Tail enters the water, allow it to
free fall for a second or two before swiftly gathering all
slack and allowing the blade to begin to spin. Most
trout, especially the hungry aggressive ones, with slash
at the lure on the drop while the blade is merely wiggling. Be ready for this, it is a common grab and now is
when your hook setting skills will be tested.
Keep your rod tip low, at around 9 o’clock and pointed somewhat at your lure, all the ready to set a hook. As
the spinner sinks, a slow reel to keep the lure moving
smartly along just above the bottom and moving at or
ever so slightly slower than current speed. Follow the
Rooster Tail’s down current movement with the rod tip.
After the lure goes past your position, the blade spin
increases to create lift and the lure nears your side,
watch to make sure there are no chasers and reel in.
Move down several steps (remember the attraction radius) and hit a new spot. If there is a trout holding it will
do one of two things, either crash down on the spinner
in the first few seconds or nobody is home. Move on.
Rigging the Spinner I choose these three weights/
sizes of Rooster Tails (1/6th, 1/8th and 1/16th oz.) because their size is ideal year around for trout ranging
from palm sized to double-digit pounds. These sizes
cover all types of water, from shallow tail outs/head-ins
(smaller weights/blades) up to longer casts/deeper water
(1/6th up to ¼ ounce). The blade, body and tail are not
too large to consider as food and not too small/light for
all around use.
For rigging, start at the bottom and go up. If trebles
are legal, the stock trebles on the Rooster Tail are great.
When they go dull (and all hooks will) replace the treble
by cutting off the eye of the treble, place the smallest
split ring you can find on the wire loop and add a #10
round bend bronze treble to the 1/16th and 1/8th; place a
#8 on the 1/6th. Where singles are the only legal option,
carefully cut off that treble, add the tiny split ring and
place a #6 siwash single hook. Sharpen the living daylights out of all your hooks as trout are notorious nippers plus most trout are not that

Why spinners for
big trout? You must
cover far more water
to find trout, especially
larger ones when bites
are far between. You
need a technique that
is effective as well as
being one that covers
the water thoroughly at
a fairly fast pace. Spinners, especially Rooster Tails,
feature flash, and that “pop” is the ticket. There’s a
thing called “attraction radius”, the flash the rotating
blade gives off.
Let’s say, in very clear water, the blade’s flash can
be seen by trout 6 feet away, where a small fly even
though most of the time is more effective in getting
numbers of bites can only be seen 2 feet. Do a bit of
math and you can see how the fly needs to be presented
many more times along a stretch of holding water to be
spotted by trout that the flash of a blade.
Work this calculation out a bit and time spent on
each run is cut by more than half, which means far more
water is combed in a day, therefore far higher odds of
finding numbers of trout. The number one reason? The
grabs from aggressive trout on Rooster Tails are breathrobbing, eye- popping, rod-creaking strikes!
I used this same “formula” for many moons, it’s the
best way to work as much water as possible during our
precious times river side.
Which size/colors/finishes of Rooster Tail spinners
are the best? There are a dozen or so trout spinners out
there commercially available, some high quality and
some just cheap garbage. Your spinner choices must fall
into a few categories to be game changers. First, they
gotta be readily available, second, they must be available in proper colors and blade finishes to cover almost
any situation and third, they must be the correct weight
to fish effectively. I choose the Rooster Tail by Yakima
Bait, as it fits snugly in each category. The Rooster Tail
spinner just looks trouty, its hackle tail gives it a profile
and action no other trout spinner features. Plus, it’s
made in my backyard, so there may be a bit of homerism in there somewhere.
Presenting the Spinner for Trout Yeah, you can
just fire it out there and start reeling and perhaps the
planets align and an aggressive fish or two may reward
you eventually, but like Dean Wormer says, that is no
way to go through life, son. One of the main reasons I
choose the Rooster Tail is its weight paired with blade
size. The three sizes that get 95% of use in my vest are
the 1/6th, 1/8th and 1/16th ounce models. Now
those may seem light, and for casting distance and
getting down immediately into short or tight edges, it is. Easily fixed by proper rigging, which we
will cover in a paragraph or two.
Almost without exception, positioning is everything.
Remember, a spinner creates a lot of lift and resistance
due to the revolving blade. Your job is to negate the

Continued on next page
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Rooster tails Continued from previous page

water, the only constant are the colors of blades and
body/tails. When the water has some color (3 to 6 feet of
visibility) or runs on the cold side (48 to 36 degrees) go

heavy and driving a hook home, even a small one is difficult unless your hook(s) are lethal sharp.
For rigging, start at the bottom and go up. If trebles
are legal, the stock trebles on the Rooster Tail are great.
When they go dull (and all hooks will) replace the treble
by cutting off the eye of the treble, place the smallest
split ring you can find on the wire loop and add a #10
round bend bronze treble to the 1/16th and 1/8th; place a
#8 on the 1/6th. Where singles are the only legal option,
carefully cut off that treble, add the tiny split ring and
place a #6 siwash single hook. Sharpen the living daylights out of all your hooks as trout are notorious nippers
plus most trout are not that heavy and driving a hook
home, even a small one is difficult unless your hook(s)
are lethal sharp.
I learned through many open division anglers is tie
my leader directly to the wire loop on the top of the
Rooster Tail instead of a snap swivel. The snap swivel
may push the spinner off balance and prevent an immediate blade spin, plus it just makes the spinner
(especially Rooster Tails) look unnatural. If you are
worried about line twist, as you should with any revolving lure, use a leader approximately 18” long to a swivel. A small #10 black barrel swivel will do, a small ball
bearing even better.
From trout 8” to 8 pounds my leader of choice is 10#
thin high-quality fluorocarbon. Second choice is 6#
Maxima Ultra green. Above the swivel you may add a
couple small split shot or do my trick, cut a ½” of 1/8th
hollow core pencil lead and slide it on the main line, a
tiny 2mm bead above the swivel to protect the knot. Just
enough weight to help get casting distance and get the
lightly weighted Rooster Tails down quickly.
Rod, Reels, Lines Rod, reel and line choice have
been the same for me for five years now. A 7’, 6” light,
fast action spin rod rated for 4 to 8# lines have been my
“working tools” when casting Rooster Tails. Paired with
a 1000 size spinning reel is pretty darned the cosmic
funk. Mainline is Berkeley Nanofil 10# white. It casts
better than any mono, DOES NOT TWIST like mono,
has the diameter of 6-pound test with no stretch and you
can the feel of the blade spin in your hands. Place a 7
foot “top shot” of 8-pound Maxima uni-knotted to the
Nanofil to the swivel and you are in business.
Choosing The Right Spinner Colors/Finishes
When your stream/river trout fishing is done under fairly
clear and warm (high 50s to low 60s) water temps, a
great rule of thumb is to keep it subtle for blade finish
and body/tail colors. Early morning or towards evening
under low light you can get away with a bit more flash,
even run a silver blade until the sun peeks over the hill.
Ninety percent of the time think brass blade. Brass gives
off enough flash to attract trout without spooking them.
For body/tail colors of Rooster Tails, think dark and
subtle. Dull yellow, browns and black in any combo will
do. Try the BR (Brown); BRTR (Brown Trout); GH
(Grasshopper); MF (Mayfly) and BLCD (Black Coachdog). I catch trout all season on Rooster Tails with these
combos in a dozen configurations under bright sky/clear

with silver plated blades and brighter colored bodies.
Try GYL (Glitter Yellow); FWH (Flash White); R
(Red); CLCD (Clown Coachdog) and WHR (White/
Red). Rooster Tail blades feature real silver plating that
reflects 90% of the light, it really pops, making it easier
for trout to see and exciting them in colder water.
There is always one ultra-secret that separates us
from the other hordes of anglers out there, here’s one I
thought I would never give up but…here it is. When
fishing the Rooster Tail, where legal, spray the hackle
with Rooster Tail Scent Spray. I have not found one flavor to out fish another, but Garlic and Trout/Kokanee
work amazing. Also, when legal, tip one of the hooks
with a single white Berkeley Gulp maggot. Hook it by
the very tip. They last for several casts but usually a
trout will grip the spinner immediately.
Article taken from FishingWire—the fishing & marine
industry daily news feed. Published on their website on
March 2, 2021
(https://thefishingwire.com/rooster-tails-for-big-trout/)
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My First Golden Rainbow
By Wes Harvey

Within the first two weeks of Trout season, I went
to my local creek and fished about a mile of it. Within
that mile, I caught about 15 trout and one of those trout
was a Golden Rainbow. As I walked to the spot, I saw a
yellow stripe in the water. And as I got closer, I realized
that I have stumbled upon a 20+ inch Golden Rainbow!
I told myself, because I never caught one before, that I
will catch this thing by the end of the day.
Using my Pflueger President size 20 reel, I started off
with a Panther Martin size 4 Gold blade. After I tried
many casts, I knew it was time to switch, because it was
not drawing any attention from the fish. So then I used
my Moonshine Fly rod with a nymph to try to catch the
Golden Rainbow. After many tries, the Golden Rainbow
wanted it, but was not intrigued enough to go after the
nymph. After trying my two best baits that usually work,
I tried live bait, power bait, different colored spinners,
nikko eggs, I was going to give up.
Then I saw a pack of purple fake worms and the bottom of my vest. As soon as I cast it out there, the purple
worm hit the water, the Golden Rainbow could not resist. My very first cast, I was not expecting the trout to
go after the purple worm. But it did not get hooked, so
the following cast the trout went after it again and this
time I set the hook and the trout took off down stream
and spit it out. At that moment I thought that it would
never bite again but I was wrong.
About 15 minutes later, still trying the worm, it finally tried to eat the worm again. This time the Golden
Rainbow was hooked well. It was fighting so hard I did-

n't know if my 4lb test could keep up with the trout. As
it got closer and closer I reached for my net and I
reached my net out and I got it! I kept my net in the water as I yelled for my mom. As she ran down
I screamed get a picture! Then I measured the trout and
it was 22.5 inches long. After I realized it I knew from
that day forward trout fishing was hands down the best
fishing out there.

Welcome New Members
Alex Farley
Tim Frantz
William Hodrick
Paul Petcavage
Zack Sturm

Jeff Waldo
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Chapter Diversity Initiative Chairperson
Needed

vidual would develop women’s programs and events
(casting, fishing, fly tying, lure making, women’s weekends and retreats, etc.) to provide meaningful engagement opportunities for women. The possibilities for this
position and for the women of the Chapter are endless
and you can make this a group that you, and the women
of the Chapter, want.
Please consider stepping forward to fill this very
important position. The success of our Chapter is dependent upon its members and having more women involved will allow this to happen. Should you have any
questions, or would like to volunteer for this position,
please contact any of the officers listed on page 2 or at
susquehannatu@gmail.com.
This committee can be combined with the Diversity
Initiative if someone is willing to Chair both. PATU has
a combined committee called Women/Diversity/
Inclusion Committee. It is headed by Amidea Daniel
and Kelly Williams they and have done an outstanding
job recruiting and in programs. The committee has a
web page at https://patuwdi.weebly.com/ so please
check it out. Amidea and Kelly are great resources and
can help you in any way that is needed

In an effort to increase diversity within our Chapter
and its Leadership, we are seeking someone to become
the Chapter’s Diversity Initiative Chairperson / Coordinator. This has been said before and is worth saying
again. The success of our Chapter relies on diversity
and getting people of different genders, ethnicities, ages,
and cultures together achieve the TU conservation mission.
Diversity allows for different views, opinions, life
experiences and feelings towards fishing and the many
issues that TU faces. Having a diverse membership will
allow everyone to share and to look at things in a way
that they may not have in the past.
The chapter Diversity Initiative Chairperson leads the
chapter’s efforts to offer organized, engaging and welcoming events to encourage a safe, fun and inclusive
atmosphere for learning about conservation, TU and
angling.
The Chair organizes a committee to recruit new
members, engage them in TU’s mission, facilitate their
retention, and promote them into leadership roles to reflect the whole community within the chapter geography. This individual actively develops or enhances
events at the chapter level, initiates new programs to
provide meaningful engagement opportunities, facilitates membership drives to increase membership, and
facilitates communication with minority members in the
chapter.
The possibilities for this position and for the membership (and potential members) are endless and you can
make this a group that you, and its members, want.
Please consider stepping forward to fill this very important position. The success of our Chapter is dependent upon its members and having a more diverse membership will allow this to happen. Should you have any
questions, or would like to volunteer for this position,
please contact any of the officers listed on page 2 or at
susquehannatu@gmail.com.
This committee can be combined with the Women’s
Initiative is someone is willing to Chair both. PATU
has a combined committee called Women/Diversity/
Inclusion Committee. It is headed by Amidea Daniel
and Kelly Williams and they have done an outstanding
job recruiting and in programs. The committee has a
web page at https://patuwdi.weebly.com/ so please
check it out. Amidea and Kelly are great resources and
can help you in any way that is needed.

Chapter Elections
The Nominating Committee has presented the following list of candidates for the upcoming Chapter election to be held at the Chapter meeting on Wednesday
November 9, 2022.
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Walt Nicholson
Jim Latini
Kevin McJunkin
Bob Baker

Directors

Joe Radley (3 year term)
Open
(3 year term)
Open
(1 year term)
The above candidates, if they so choose, may remove
their name from the ballot at any time up to the election.
Nominations will be taken from now until the time of
the election and a call for nominations from the floor
will be taken immediately prior to the election.
We are asking all of you to please consider running
for any of the above positions. For information about the
positions or what is required, please contact us. The contact information is found on page 2 of this newsletter.
Prior to nominating someone, please check with them to
see if they are willing to serve in that position and you
can nominate yourself.
This is your Chapter and we want you to be involved
in the future. We are very appreciative of everyone who
has served in some capacity in the past. There is no specific time requirements for these positions and the time
you devote is up to you. You can be as active as you
choose but what is important is that you are giving back.

Women’s Initiative Chairperson Needed
In an effort to increase the number of girls and women within our Chapter and Chapter Leadership, we are
seeking one of our members to become the Chairperson
for the Women’s Initiative Committee. In this position,
the Chairperson would lead in the recruitment of girls
and women to the Trout Unlimited membership and getting them involved with the mission of TU. This indi-
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Updating your Information with Trout Unlimited
From time to time things happen in our life that require us to get a new mailing address, phone number or email.
If this new information is not shared with Trout Unlimited, you may be missing out on getting the publications of
Trout Unlimited, PATU, and our Chapter as well as news and information.
We know how important your time is for you but keeping your information current is a vital part of staying in contact with our members. In last months newsletter, you saw that TU can notify you up to 76 times a year with emails
asking for money for membership or another cause. It is understandable why our members choose not to share their
email address with Trout Unlimited.
PATU sends its members a PATU monthly newsletter and important information from time to time.. Our Chapter
sends out the monthly newsletter and occasionally something about an important issue so we are only sending out
things to our members 8 to 10 times a year.
For those of you who have shared your email address, you can unsubscribe at any time by simply replying unsubscribe in any email sent to you. Our Chapter does not share our email list with anyone, including TU and PATU, and
some members have given us their email address’s while withholding it from PATU and National.
Our Chapter membership roster shows 269 members. Of those, 87 members have not shared an email address
with us and we have 24 individuals with bad email address’s who emails are returned as undeliverable. We have 5individuals who have requested to be removed from our mailing list and do not want to receive anything from us. We
are not reaching 43% of our membership because of no, or bad, email address’s. PATU has a membership of over
16,500 members and only have email address’s for approximately 12,000.
There are other times when individuals are not receiving our newsletter or any communications from TU and their
emails are ending up in the Spam or junk folder. If you find our emails in these folders, you can simply click on the
email and mark it to the safe senders list / not junk or spam.
You can update, or check the information on your own by going to www.tu.org/login and click on the edit contact
info links. I have found that many times when information is wrong, it is due to not being able to clearly read an application and data is put in wrong. Additionally, you can send you changes to us and we will update your record for
you.
When it comes time to renew your membership, please renew it and not sign up as a new member. Far too often
when its time to renew or if there membership has lapsed, they choose to sign up as a new member. This creates 2, or
more, accounts for you. The only difference in the accounts is the membership number and all the other personal information is the same. By signing up as a new member instead of renewing, you will be receiving double the emails
from Trout Unlimited, 2 issues of Trout Magazine, and 2 issues of each newsletter that we publish. The membership
roster will show 2 individuals instead of just 1.
If you ever have any questions about your membership, please feel free to reach out to us, or Trout Unlimited, and
we will do the best we can to help you.
Bob Baker

SCAMS Continue
Scammers continue to prey on members of our Chapter in hopes of getting someone to give them money. As
Treasurer, I get 3 or more emails a week from someone claiming to be our Chapter President. These emails want me
to wire money to a vender for a purchase that was made. I get occasional emails from someone claiming to be Charlie Knowlden (allegedly) asking me to buy gift cards / send money to that he can buy gift cards for disabled veterans
in VA hospitals. Most recently, a scammer has been using my name and email address to contact other members of
our Chapter asking them to wire them money.
Our Chapter does not, and will not, solicit funds via email or for any activity that we are not affiliated with. Any
fundraising that we do will be well advertised in our newsletter, the website, social media, and at our Chapter meetings. I have said this before and will remind everyone again, that our Chapter requires 2 signatures on all expenditures. This means that every time a check is written, there must be 2 signatures of designated individuals on that
check. We can not withdraw any money from the bank without having 2 signatures on the withdraw slip. Additionally, our bank account is set up so that we can not do online banking (paying bills or sending money elsewhere).
We have a financial reviewer who looks at all the bank statements, prior to my receiving them, and he looks for
any irregularities. Our expenditures are pre approved by the Board of Directors and Officers, and we operate on a
yearly budget. Purchases and expenditures can not be made without prior approval of the Officers and Directors, no
matter how small a dollar amount.
If you do receive any emails requesting money and claiming to be from the Chapter or someone in the Chapter, it
is a scam and you can disregard it and block the sender. You can always contact us if you have any concerns.
Bob Baker
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PATU Annual Meeting Recap
By Bob Baker

Walt Nicholson and myself attend the PATU annual meeting held in Bellefonte on September 17, 2022. It you have
never attended a meeting in the past, I encourage you to plan on attending next year. You get to meet the Officers
and Committee members of the State Council as well as members from Chapters around the state. This is a good time
to make friends, discuss issues, and compare notes on what others are doing.
This year there were over 60 participants with 36 Chapters represented (49 Chapters in the State).
Bob Caccese, PFBC Director of Policy, Planning & Communications, was the first speaker of the day.
• He reviewed some of the major projects the PFBC is involved in around the State
• Stated that the PFBC has devoted $22,000 for 2023 to the unassessed waters program. This money will allow
partners to assess up to 75 waterways.
• The PFBC has sold 1,557 voluntary permits has of September 14, 2022
• The Therapeutic License Bill is making its way through Committees and the Legislature. At the present time, it
the PFBC or other group holds a fishing program, the participants are exempt from having to obtain a fishing license for that event. This Bill would expand the use to therapeutic programs like Casting for Recovery, Project
Healing Waters, the Service Partnership, and other similar programs.
• Stated that the PFBC is one of the biggest supports of the Pennsylvania Council of Trout Unlimited
• Briefly reviewed the proposed rulemaking for preventing undesirable aquatic organisms and diseased and undesirable fish into waters of the Commonwealth from activities including fishing, boating, private hatchery operations, fish stocking practices, and use of certain live baits. (this will not be discussed further here as a public forum is planned on October 12, 2022 with the PFBC). Mr. Caccese did say that they have received over 1,000
public comments thus far.

Rachel Kester, PATU Program Director the various programs available through the PATU
• Cold Water Heritage Partnership has awarded $1,137,857 in grants since its inception
• Has supports 122 plans and 71 on the ground projects
• The program has received $2.7 million in matching funds from donations and partners
• Grants for the program are awarded by the PA DCNR and for 2023, $170,000 has been awarded to PATU for this
program.
• Reviewed the Forever Wild Grants and encouraged Chapters to take advantage of grants up to $2,500 each year.
These grants can be used for conservation, education and outreach programs.
• Reviewed the Keystone Coldwater Conference and plans for a 2024 meeting in State College
Greg Malaska, PATU President, gave his last State of PATU Address
• Thanked everyone for their support, help, and in the conservation efforts the last 4 years. Greg is approaching the
end of his 4th term as President
• Reviewed the membership of the Council
2022 16,500 Tu members in Pennsylvania
2021 17,100 Tu members in Pennsylvania
2012 12,305 Tu members in Pennsylvania
• All 49 Chapters in Pennsylvania are active and doing well.
• Pennsylvania is the largest of the 36 State Councils within Trout Unlimited
• Believes that PATU has a better relationship with all of its Chapters and members. He has visited every Chapter
during his 4 years, whether in person or via zoom.
• Has worked to bring PATU into the modern age. PATU EXCOM is meeting via zoom and holding Committee
meetings and trainings the same way. This is allowing more people to be involved as there is no travel requirements and the same work can be done as can be in person.
• Is seeing a lot of new members and younger individuals becoming involved with TU. The average age of a TU
member is over 60 years and he has focused on bringing younger people in to increase diversity and to start the
foundation for when the older members retire or step away from their responsibility.
• Has worked hard to get the Development Committee active. He will be appointing a Chair Person for the Development Committee by the end of the month and said that this committee is key in getting donations, grants, and
other money to support PATU’s mission and programs.
PATU Annual Meeting Recap continued on next page
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PATU Annual Meeting Recap continued
•

•

•

•

Has worked hard to get the Communications Committee active. He recognized Carolyn Heckman, PATU Community Engagement Coordinator and Social Media Coordinator for the excellent work she has done in such a
short time. Carolyn is getting PATU visible on all social media platforms and is updating the webpage. Greg
stressed how important communications is between PATU, the Chapters, and its individual members.
He reviewed how PATU is working to increase its diversity within the membership by having women’s retreats,
STREAM girls expansion, Kelly Williams becoming the first woman as executive VP of PATU, being able to
get new Regional Vice Presidents and that the Executive Committee of PATU was the youngest ever. He again
stressed the importance of getting younger people involved and increasing the diversity of its members.
PATU finances are as follows
Year End
Revenue
Expenses
Equity
2019
$148,768
$71,978
$578,345
2020
$260,176
$292,076
$510,981
2021
$209,310
$189,468
$595,965
2022
$320,405
$295,916
$664,651
Greg ended his address to the members by reviewing some statistics form the 2022 Special Report on Fishing by
the American Sportfishing Association. This topic will be covered on page Some of the highlights were: In 2021,
there were 3.7 million new anglers in the United States. Of these new anglers, 81`% went freshwater fishing, 16
% went saltwater fishing and only 3% went fly fishing.

Carolyn Heckman provided an update on the out reach activities of PATU
• In July, PATU put a survey on their website to gather information about its members and their involvement with
their Chapter or PATU and she shared some of the survey results. They received 493 responses (466 members
and 25 non members) and every Chapter had at least one response.
• The Age of the members. 52.9% are over 65’ 21.5% are 55 - 64; 11.9% are 45 - 54; 9% are 35 - 44; and 4.7% are
25 - 34
• The question “what do you feel are the most pressing issues facing native and wild trout in Pennsylvania today?
Human encroachment / development
64.63%
Water Quality or quality issues
60.57%
Climate Change
47.15%
Emerging contaminants
37.80%
Stocking over naturally reproducing populations
36.9%
Lack of suitable instream habitat
36.38%
Ineffective pollution regulations
32.32%
Lack of effective stormwater management
30.69%
Aquatic invasive species
29.88%
Impassable culverts / dams
26.22%
Other
11.79%
• Question, for each of the conservation opportunities listed below, please indicate those for which you would be
willing to volunteer
Picking up trash or joining trash pick up event
68.18%
Conducting stream monitoring
65.07%
Planting native trees and shrubs /removing invasive
Plants
63.16%
Stormwater mitigation
25.12%
Advocacy
23.68%
Other
6.22%
• Of the respondents, 90% said the preferred contact method was email followed by electronic newsletter at 45%,
Chapter or Council website was 28% and mailed postcards or mailed newsletter was 17%.
• Carolyn reviewed additional results of the survey.
PATU Annual Meeting Recap continued on next page
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Jen Orr-Greene, TU Eastern Policy Director
• Provided extensive updates on numerous bills currently working their way through the State Legislature
• Provided updates on federal bills working their way through congress
• Reminded everyone of the training that can be accessed via the PATU website
• Discussion on how best to notify members of important legislation. Although Carolyn shared that members prefer
to get email notifications, that email may not be checked on a frequent basis. Will look into posting legislation
issue more frequently on webpage and social media sites. Jen encouraged any suggestions or ideas to let her
know at 717-364-4368 or jen.orrgreen@tu.org.
Gene Brown of the Penn’s Creek Chapter
• Gave an amazing presentation on the preservation of Penn’s Creek. Starting in 1970, there was concern over the
future use of the abandoned railroad property running along Penn’s Creek. Gene Brown and Bob Roan approached PATU for guidance and to express their concern over future development. This concern followed with
the Penn's Creek Chapter of TU being chartered in March 1971. The newly formed Chapter worked with Partners to buy the property and the Nature Conservancy purchased the old railroad bed later in 1971. After the death
of Ethyl Winter, the PFBC purchased the Winter property and Penn’s Creek and PATU provided guidance to the
PFBC for special regulations. In 1975, the Penn’s Creek Chapter and Gene Brown were awarded the Gold Trout
Award from National for their efforts to protect and conserve Penn’s Creek. Their efforts allowed for restrictions
to be put in place that prevents snowmobiles and motorized vehicles from traveling on the old railroad right of
way and they have been able to maintain the Penn’s Creek Valley as it was when the railroad abandoned it. No
development, tree harvesting or other activity has been allowed there due to the efforts of Gene and the Penn’s
Valley Chapter. They have also been leaders in the restoration of the Paddy Mountain Tunnel and for having the
special regulations placed on the various sections of Penn’s Creek. During his presentation, a computer showed
images on the screen of the beauty of the Penn’s Creek Valley.
Christian Shane of the Penn’s Woods West Chapter of TU spoke of his newly published book, Salmon Survivor.
• He stated that he made a trip to Alaska many years ago and fell in love with it and the salmon that called Alaska
home. He reviewed the 5 type of salmon and that his goal was to catch all five but to date has only caught 4.
During an early trip, he got the inspiration to write a book and after several revisions, he was able to have his story published. The story is for anyone 10 years of age and older and the book description is as follows: “after the
death of his father and fishing partner, twelve year old Jack Cooper unwillingly travels with his mom from Pennsylvania to Alaska to meet his grandfather for the first time. Over the summer, Jack challenges himself to do
something his father never accomplished. He attempts to catch the Alaskan Salmon Slam: all five species of Pacific Salmon.” The Chapter does have one of these books in its library for you to sign out. Just contact Walt Nicholson.

The meeting ended with awards being given out and our Chapter was again awarded the Samuel Slaymaker Award
for the Best Chapter Newsletter. This was a shock to myself and Walt when the Chapters name was called as it was
not expected.

PATU Election Results
President
Exec VP (East)
Exec VP (West)
Secretary
Treasurer
NLC Rep
NC Regional VP

Len Lichvar
Rick Nyles
Kelly Williams
Erick Lewis
Russell Thrall
Russ Collins
Gary Parzanese

The Chapter would like to thank Tom Kozlowski of Wolfe’s General Store / Slate Run Tackle Shop for his generous
donation of a new Orvis Clearwater 5 weight, 9’ - 4 piece fly rod, a Clearwater large Arbor II fly real and Clearwater
Trout WF 5-F fly line and backing. This donation was used at the fund raising raffle held at the PATU Annual meeting and the Chapter donated a spool of Seaguar INVIZX Fluorocarbon Fishing Line.
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Since 1964, the core mission of our Chapter is to work to make positive contributions to the protection,
conservation and restoration of our Coldwater fisheries and their watersheds of North Central Pennsylvania

